
Your details (seller)

I have authority for the above account.  
The Buddies I have nominated below have agreed to Trustpower contacting them for Solar Buddy registration.
I have read and accept the terms and conditions on page 5 (please tick). 
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Welcome to Trustpower’s

Solar Buddies™

Name on electricity account:

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Specified volume (kWh per month): 50

Contact phone:

You’ll find it on your Trustpower bill. You must be a Trustpower customer to join Solar Buddies™.

This is the maximum quantity of electricity which may be supplied to each buddy per month under Solar Buddies™.

Contact email:

Name of person completing form: Date:

Please complete your details and the details of your buddies below.

Once completed this form can then be saved and emailed to us at solar.buddies@trustpower.co.nz

You can find out more about Solar Buddies at trustpower.co.nz/solarbuddies

Some helpful information before you get going:

 One buddy is a good start. You can add additional buddies at any time.

 If you’re signing up more than five buddies, simply add them to another form.

  You’re able to add, remove and alter buddies at any point. Plus you can adjust your buddy’s priority or percentage 
once a month.

  If you are simply adding an additional buddy just add their details. Don’t worry about your existing buddies  
if nothing is changing. If you do wish to make changes to your existing buddies, just enter the new details below.

 Don’t forget the maximum amount you can sell to each buddy per month is 50 units (kWh) and the maximum selling  
 price is 50c/kWh.

  We’ll send you and your new buddies an email to confirm you’re all signed up. If you don’t receive  
this within 14 days, email us at solar.buddies@trustpower.co.nz

Fill in the details of your buddies over the following pages. 

Seller Registration Form



Buddy 2

Buddy 1
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Name on electricity account:

EITHER

OR

Are they a Trustpower customer? Yes No

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Selling Rate (c/kWh):

Percentage:

Priority:

Contact phone:

They can find this on their electricity bill. If not a Trustpower customer, please provide ICP and their current retailer.

This is the rate at which you agree to sell electricity to this person. This cannot exceed 50c/kWh.

This is the percentage of your exported volume you will sell to this buddy  
each month (up to 50kWh).

If ‘1’ this buddy will receive the first 50kWh you export each month,  
if ‘2’ they will receive the second 50kWh etc. 

Contact email:

Name on electricity account:

EITHER

OR

Are they a Trustpower customer? Yes No

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Selling Rate (c/kWh):

Percentage:

Priority:

Contact phone:

They can find this on their electricity bill. If not a Trustpower customer, please provide ICP and their current retailer.

This is the rate at which you agree to sell electricity to this person. This cannot exceed 50c/kWh.

This is the percentage of your exported volume you will sell to this buddy  
each month (up to 50kWh).

If ‘1’ this buddy will receive the first 50kWh you export each month,  
if ‘2’ they will receive the second 50kWh etc. 

Contact email:



Buddy 4

Buddy 3
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Name on electricity account:

EITHER

OR

Are they a Trustpower customer? Yes No

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Selling Rate (c/kWh):

Percentage:

Priority:

Contact phone:

They can find this on their electricity bill. If not a Trustpower customer, please provide ICP and their current retailer.

This is the rate at which you agree to sell electricity to this person. This cannot exceed 50c/kWh.

This is the percentage of your exported volume you will sell to this buddy  
each month (up to 50kWh).

If ‘1’ this buddy will receive the first 50kWh you export each month,  
if ‘2’ they will receive the second 50kWh etc. 

Contact email:

Name on electricity account:

EITHER

OR

Are they a Trustpower customer? Yes No

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Selling Rate (c/kWh):

Percentage:

Priority:

Contact phone:

They can find this on their electricity bill. If not a Trustpower customer, please provide ICP and their current retailer.

This is the rate at which you agree to sell electricity to this person. This cannot exceed 50c/kWh.

This is the percentage of your exported volume you will sell to this buddy  
each month (up to 50kWh).

If ‘1’ this buddy will receive the first 50kWh you export each month,  
if ‘2’ they will receive the second 50kWh etc. 

Contact email:



Buddy 5

Solar surplus rate (c/kWh): 7c
This is the rate you will be paid for any surplus electricity 
remaining after allocation to all your buddies.
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Name on electricity account:

EITHER

OR

Are they a Trustpower customer? Yes No

ICP or Trustpower account number:

Selling Rate (c/kWh):

Percentage:

Priority:

Contact phone:

They can find this on their electricity bill. If not a Trustpower customer, please provide ICP and their current retailer.

This is the rate at which you agree to sell electricity to this person. This cannot exceed 50c/kWh.

This is the percentage of your exported volume you will sell to this buddy  
each month (up to 50kWh).

If ‘1’ this buddy will receive the first 50kWh you export each month,  
if ‘2’ they will receive the second 50kWh etc. 

Contact email:



Solar Buddy™ programme terms and conditions for sellers

1. Introduction
1.1  The Form and these special terms and conditions are in addition to, and form part of, our Customer Service Agreement and apply  

to customers who have registered to be a seller under our Solar Buddy™ programme. 

1.2  The Solar Buddy™ programme allows you, as a seller, to export surplus electricity generated at your premises back into the network for  
sale up to the Specified Volumes to your Buddies at the agreed Selling rate.

1.3  The Form and these special terms and conditions govern the relationship between us relating to the sale of your exported surplus  
electricity to your Buddies under the Solar Buddy™ programme. These terms and conditions will prevail if there is any conflict or 
inconsistency between them and the Customer Service Agreement however, if there is any conflict with our Domestic Generation  
Terms, they will prevail.

2. Purchase of exported solar power by us
2.1 You may sell electricity under the Solar Buddy™ programme provided that:

 (a) you have applied to be registered, and have actually been registered by us, as a seller if you are eligible; and
 (b) you generate electricity at your premises and are in compliance with our Domestic Generation Terms.
 (c) you are a Trustpower customer at the generation premises.
 (d) you have at least one Buddy.

2.2  We may apply, at our discretion, certain eligibility criteria on the registration of Sellers and Buddies under the Solar Buddy™ programme. 
For example, we may require that a Buddy can only be supplied by one Seller, and/or that a property registered as a Buddy cannot also be 
registered as a Seller (and vice versa). 

2.3  In each month that the above requirements continue to be satisfied and/or while we continue to offer the Solar Buddy™ programme,  
we will purchase your surplus electricity from you for sale to your Buddies, as well as any remaining surplus electricity not supplied  
to a Buddy. 

2.4  In the event you supply us in any month with less electricity than the Specified Volume applicable to each Buddy, we will allocate  
the electricity supplied in that month to each Buddy (where there is more than one), based on each Buddy’s priority position, or in the 
proportions, as specified in the Form.

3. Fees and charges
3.1  We will pay you for the quantity of electricity you supply us in a month and which we supply to your Buddy or Buddies in that month at 

the selling rate (plus GST if you are GST registered) specified in relation to each Buddy.  The selling rate may not exceed 50c/kWh, and 
we reserve the right to sell to your Buddies at a price lower than the agreed selling rate.

 Example 
  If you have agreed to sell to Buddy 1 at the selling rate of 10 cents/kWh and Buddy 1 receives 50 kWh of electricity in the relevant month,  

we will pay you $5.00 (plus GST if you are GST registered). 

3.2  In addition to the amounts payable for the electricity supplied to your Buddy or Buddies, we will pay to you the solar surplus rate  
(plus GST if you are GST registered) as specified in the Form for any remaining surplus electricity not supplied to a Buddy. 

3.3  In the event that it is not possible for us to determine the details of the quantity of your surplus electricity for any reason and / or  
the quantity of electricity supplied to a Buddy, including due to any failure or inaccuracy in any metering equipment, or where there  
is a dispute over the calculation of your surplus electricity or the electricity supplied to a Buddy, then the relevant quantity will be 
determined by us by reasonable estimate. 

3.4  The payments we make for electricity under Solar Buddies may be processed and applied on a different cycle to your monthly bill.  
For example, we may need to carry Solar Buddy credits forward to future bills for reasons including, but not limited to, meter  
reading cycles and processing delays.

4.  Termination
4.1  If you no longer wish to participate in the Solar Buddy™ programme as a seller for whatever reason, you must provide us with not less than 

five working days’ notice of this. Termination will occur at the end of the month first occurring after the end of the five working day  
notice period.

4.2  Trustpower may terminate the Solar Buddy™ programme, or your participation as a seller at any time on not less than two months’ written 
notice to you. Upon such termination, these special terms and conditions will no longer apply.

4.3  We will not be required to purchase your electricity under the Solar Buddy™ programme if you do not comply with any of your obligations 
under these special terms and conditions, under our Customer Service Agreement or under our Domestic Generation Terms.

4.4  You may terminate the participation of any of your Buddies at any time on not less than five working days’ written notice to us. 
Termination will occur at the end of the month first occuring after the end of that five working day notice period.

5.  Definitions and interpretation
5.1  Clause and other headings must be ignored in construing these special terms and conditions and references to the plural include the 

singular and vice versa. In these special terms and conditions, Trustpower, we, our, or us are used when referring to Trustpower Limited 
(or any assignee), and we say you when referring to you, our customer.

5.2  Unless specified otherwise, terms defined in the Customer Service Agreement or the Domestic Generation Terms and used in these 
special terms and conditions have the same meaning as given to those terms in the Customer Service Agreement or Domestic 
Generation Terms.

5.3 In these Solar Buddy™ terms, the following terms have the following meanings:

 “ Buddy” means each person identified as such in the Form.

 “ Customer Service Agreement” means Trustpower’s standard customer service agreement for the supply of energy to its retail 
customers, as amended from time to time.

 “ Domestic Generation Terms” means Trustpower’s standard terms and conditions for domestic generation of electricity, as amended 
from time to time, and which form part of the Customer Service Agreement.

 “ Form” means the solar buddy registration form for sellers completed and submitted by you and to which these special terms and 
conditions are attached.

 “ Selling rate” means the price, or prices, specified in the Form at which you will sell your surplus electricity to your Buddies. No selling 
rate may exceed 50c/kWh.

 “ Solar surplus rate” means the price specified in the Form at which we will buy from you electricity generated at your premises and 
exported into the network which is in excess of the quantity to be supplied to your Buddies.

 “ Specified Volume” means the maximum quantity of electricity which may be supplied to a Buddy in each month pursuant to the  
Solar Buddy™ programme as specified in the Form.

Solar Buddies (TM) ©Trustpower Limited 2019.
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